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Doors play an important role in giving access to the different places and areas in a home, workplace
and other kinds of settings. They come in different varieties to suit different kinds of settings, while
offering the maximum security needed in terms of access and privacy. They also come in different
sizes and designs to accommodate the different needs that people have, whether domestic or
business.

Fire rated doors are some of the most popular types of doors in the modern world. They are mostly
used in areas where security is needed in safeguarding very important items or documents. The fact
is that these doors are made to be resistant to fire and even when a fire breaks out, you can be sure
that your items or documents and everything else behind the door will be intact. The doors are
independently tested for their resistance to fire and by choosing the best manufacturer; you are
assured of total protection.

Fire rated doors are mostly made of steel and the different parts of the doors are also made to resist
very high temperatures. The steel is normally thick and it is also corrosion resistant, making the
doors the more durable and suitable for their intended purpose. They also come complete with fire
resistant steel hinges, seals and bolts most of which also have internal reinforcements to achieve
the desired results. The fire rated doors are built to very high standards thus suiting every kind of
settings that they are to be used in.

You have the option of opting for double or single doors depending on the purpose and the area
within which you will be using the doors. The doors also come in a range of different door furniture
options to meet other needs that you could have. The coating on the doors helps in making them
durable hence you can be sure that you'll have a strong, good-looking door for a long time.

When choosing the best supplier for Fire rated doors, you will need to ensure that you settle for the
most reputable one. There are plenty of reliable door manufacturers whose products you can fully
trust to serve your intended purpose. You need to ensure that the fire rated doors you settle for are
certified by the right body and have a mark of quality if you want to get the best out of it.
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Welcome to Security Doors Direct - supplies high quality British Manufactured a Stainless steel
doors at Trade Prices. we have a great deal of experience of supplying and installing Physical
Security equipment, not only a Fire rated doors but also Security Grilles and a steel security door.
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